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COP 25 – Madrid Spain 
 
SBSTA: research and systematic observation (art. 7(b)) 
 
 
5.12.2019, 12-13, Meeting Room 5 
Carola Klöck, SciencesPo, carola.kloeck@sciencespo.fr 
 
Co-facilitator: understanding that text is good basis.  
 
Saudi-Arabia: party-driven process, not co-facilitators doing what they think is right for the parties. 
there is no consensus among parties, this is the first time we discuss this draft. We have proposed a 
paragraph, this is not in the text. We have been ignored. So the text is not acceptable as a basis for 
negotiations. Co-facilitators cannot decide on behalf of the parties. We need to bracket all of the text 
and see our paragraph in the text, then we can negotiate. In the last session you did not mention 
informal informals, and some parties went to informal informals without us.  
 
Co-facilitator: we get the input from the parties at last meeting; parties sent e-mails to Secretariat. 
 
Tanzania: appreciate the text, but have a fwe issues that we want to be reflected in the text. The issue 
of gaps. We noted that in the previous days there is a lot of emphasis on information gaps that exist, 
particularly in Africa. We would like to see this reflected in the text.  
 
St Kitts for AOSIS supports the draft text as presented to Parties, we feel this is very good basis for 
the work, given that we hvae very little time.  
 
Canada: associates with St Kitts: Basis for negotiation. Task at hand is to work with the text that is 
before us.  
 
Australia: thanks for first version of this text. supports Canada and are largely happy with the text as 
is, reflects views in the room in informal and informal informals. 
 
Botswana: text is basis for negotiation. 
 
Russia: support the text; want to have a decision and rather work with the text.  
 
Sierra Leone for LDCs: thanks for draft text, happy to work with this text.  
 
Co-facilitator: Any additions you would want to see to the draft text?  
 
Saudi-Arabia: We want to see all the text bracketed. We want to see this paragraph - as we said 
before, so it is not. an addition to the text. ”SBSTA requested the Chair to prepare a Summary 
Reoprt on knowledge gaps in climate science to be made available prior to SB52.” 
 
Canada: Have some constructive comments on gaps to start the discussion.  
 
Co-facilitator wants to go through text : para 1 is standard text.  
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Saudi-Arabia: I asked you to stop and first bracket all the text.  
 
Co-facilitator: para 1 is just standard text.  
 
Saudi-Arabia: we want to be more precise and concise. We have as the Parties have not reviewed this. 
These things have not been reviewed by any recognised body.  
 
India: In the spirit to move ahead. We will have statementts from these bodies, such as IPCC on 
oceans today. Do we decide before hearing those statements, or we do it later. … 
 
Co-facilitator: This is just standard text to SBSTA:  
 
Norway: appreciate the proposal and feel that we need to be efficient, not only for length of text but 
also length of discussions. We support your proposal.  
 
Indonesia: We would also like to support para 1 as is: We also appreicate the scientists who are 
voluntaring in this effort to assess science. 
 
Co-facilitator: Can we adopt as is? Seeing no objection, para 1 is adopted. Turns to para 2. No 
objections, we adopt para 2 as it stands.  
 
Saudi-Arabia: Disagreement with procedure.  
 
Co-facilitator: para 3. This is also standard text to note release of IPCC Report and Special Event.  
 
Tanzania: last sentence should be corrected: from ”It also noted the SBSTA–IPCC special events held on these 
reports at this session” to ”It also noted the SBSTA–IPCC special events held  at this session” 
 
St Kitts: In informal informal and informal 1st session, we would love to welcome the Special Reports, 
but no agreement. But for the record, AOSIS would prefer welcome but in the interest of 
compromise, can accept note.  
 
Egypt: para 3 can be included in para 1, ”with appreciation” 
 
EU: suggest to ”note with appreciation” the Special Reports.  
 
Russia: would like to support to ”note with appreciation”  
 
Costa Rica: we would like to support EU, St Kitts and ”note with appreciation”  
 
USA: Thanks to St Kitts for AOSIS for accepting the compromise on language. The USA  has made 
it clear in various forums does not endorse the results of the IPCC Reports. At this we can only 
accept ”note”  
 
Brazil: Would like to support ?? 
 
Norway: We would prefer SBSTA to welcoe the Reports. But in the spirit of compromise can along 
with ”note with appreciation” 
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Sierra Leone for LDCs: also better to welcome the Reports. Note with appreciation.  
 
Saudi-Arabia: Note, given the gaps in the science.  
 
Egypt: We all appreciate the work. Note all the efforts and then move on to ”accept with 
appreciation” 
 
USA: ”note” with be consistent with decisisons taken at prior SB meetings. 
 
Russia: Special Reports on Ocean and Cryosphere and on Land is different. We shuold note with 
appreciation these reports.  
 
Co-facilitator: We note all the input. We move to para 4. 
 
India: Comfortable with both, note and note with appreciation. Some synthesis by ourselves, we can 
offer sth fresh, sth new, sth which takes us forward.  
 
Co-facilitator: only have 10 min left, can we move to para 4?  
 
Egypt: I agree with India; I think we can give subtitles. All parties have experts. ?? 
 
Co-facilitator: Para 5: 
 
Saudi Arabia: Have a question: ”The SBSTA expressed its appreciation to the secretariat and the SBSTA Chair” 
SBSTA thanks itself?  
 
Co-facilitator: SBSTA is Parties. Can we adopt para 5?  
 
Tanzania: We agree with Saudi-Arabia. Maybe drop SBSTA Chair.  
 
Co-facilitator: We can adopc para 5 as it stands. Now we move to para 6 
 
Tanzania: Para 6: We support para 6 but we want to have an amendment. ?? 
 
Co-facilitator: Any parties support this amendment? No flags, so adop para 6 as it stands.  
 
Saudi-Arabia: The para we mentioned last session should be included here.  
 
Co-facilitator: We will note it. 
 
USA: Any remarks on content of the reports should be left to heads of delegations, as agreed.  
 
St Kitts: AOSIS fully supports content of the para as it stands. Would support to leave as is.  
 
Russia: Slight concern; how deep should our concern be about the content. Not up to us, because we 
are not the specialists of climate science. So I am really hesitant to support this para. 
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Saudi-Arabia: In addition to Russia and USA: para 2 is enough, we don’t need para 7, it is just a 
repetition.  
 
Fiji: Very concerning. Unprecedent ghg emissions, temperature records, … we have heard loud and 
clear and it is very important for us to note this.  
 
Sierra Leone for LDCs: We of course have concerns about the climate system. Support St Kitts and 
Fiji.  
 
Norway: Very important science. We feel of course very concerned about the state of the climate 
system. So we really want to keep the para as it is.  
 
Solomon Islands: support St Kitts, Sierra Leone, Fiji and Norway. On the basis of the strength of the 
seience in these reports. Oceans and cryosphere are taking up the heat, humanity is ?? 
 
Canada: Want to add our voice in support. We support the paragraph.  
 
EU: We are also concerned with the climate system.  
 
Egypt: … We do not ignore or deny the efforts of these respectful associations. We can just add that 
the IPCC and EID to para 2. 
 
Bhutan: Support St Kitts and others and propose to keep para 7 as is. This is one of the most 
important messages.  
 
South Africa: We would like to keep the words ”with concern” 
 
Marshall Islands: Share our support with AOSIS chair. HOw much of a threat climate change 
represents to islands. So we stand with ”note with concern”  
 
India: As we come near closure, I heard my colleagues. Norway, EU, that they support the concern. 
If there is a stronger word that should be used. There have been prior reports, and parties have been 
done nothing. When will my friends, brothers and sisters from developed countries turn their 
concern into actions? That is what bothers me.  
 
Botswana: Supports the para as it stands.  
 
Co-facilitator: Time is up. Provide a revised draft text and will also consider Saudia-Arabia and will be 
put draft into brackets. Next informal meeting on Saturday 12-13 in meeting room 5. Also 11-13 in 
room 24 informal informal. We encourage you to work together and find compromise on the 
remaining text.  
 
 
 
 
 
 


